
tkamk Now these are some t* of the clearest cases. Of course there are

many cases in the Bible. We have these little steels put t here , these

little m evidences put there that she- this is God's word and behind the

human authors, there was an intelligence guiding, gj guiding , overseeing

their very words in order that a often their words would express ideas

which in the light of future human events would be seen to show an intelligence

far beyond the human intelligence of the writers, because this is God's

inspired word, free ¬em from error, giving us this knowledge of these

physical and historical things, but above all givming us the knowledge

of the spiritual fact that are vital to m our lives . Oh these historical

fulfillNaents are wonderful , but even better are the fulfill-ant in the

life of Christ the prediction of the place He would be born , of the manner

of His birth, the place where He would begin His x preaching , the miracles

which He sxg1 wrought , and aim many a prediction fulfilled in His death.

We looked at some of those this morning in our discussion of Psalm 22.

Because af that of course is the heart of the matter. They used to say

All roads lead to Rome . Well, everything in the Bible leads to Christ.

And everything about Christ leads to the center of it all, that He came to

bare our sins on the cross. That He came in order to make it possible that

sinful man who deserves nothing good, man whose life is just a vapor, man

whose life is just a waste, because there's no objective , there's nothing

real , he can accomplish, because it is a life of sin. That life can be

changed and transformed by the Spirit of God and made worth*hile, because

our sins were laid on Jesus Christ, if we believe on Him and are born again

by His shed blood. km Let us pray.
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